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Abstract

The existing observational material of ccsmoloyical signifi-

cance is reviewed. It is found that because of the general

acceptance of the 3ig Bang hypothesis a large number of ad

hoc assumptions havs been made in order to accoctodate the ob-

servational facts into its framework. Discriminating between

speculative conclusions and conclusions which can be drawn

with a reasonaole degree of certainly, it is found that no

convincing proof of the Big B&ng hypothesis exists today.

More specifically:

1. There is no convincing proof that the Heta3al.ij.-y is as

homogeneous as raguirrid by the rriedmann model. On the contrary

observational evictenc-a rather support a non-homogeneous

model» e.g. of the Charlier do Vaucoulaurs type. This is alsc

in agreement with the qtn^ral trend in astrophysics of re-

placing hotnogsnaous models by inhciftocreneous models.

2. There i-? no ̂ orv.incirq proof that the "Universe" is closed.

3. Distance measurements do not givs convincing proof that

there are large quantities of matter outside about 5-10*' or.

4. Tnere is nv convincing proof that the total mass in the

Metagalaxy exceeds 10 5, which noans that we can treat the

present properties of the Metagalaxy by a Euclidean model.

General relativity effects axe only very saiall corrections.

5. Measurements of the Hubble expansion do not give convincing

proof that the Metagalaxy was ever smaller than about 10%

of the present si ze.

6. The Big Bang hypothesis posfr.ylatag that the high veloci-

ties derived frotn the rsdshtf* v:ero produced at the singular

point. If we want to find a mechanism producing the Hubble

expansion the only possible energy source seems co be anni-

hilation.

7. It is -Uffiix.t to rsie t'.iar. .;;»« '.•nnvrm^us encryy rei..>st«e

in e.g. the QS0:a cuuJd have any ottior source than annihila-

tion.



8. Hence it seams dif ficult to avoiti a raettet-antimatter
symmetric model of the Metagalaxy. There is no observational
evidence against such an approach.

9. With this approach as a guide, models of collisions between
thin plasmas and between compact bodies (e.g. stars) of
opposite kino of matter are proposed.

10. These models lead to a necessarily speculative theory of
QSOs. It is concluded that the QSOs need not to be at "cos-
Btological distance". Their very large redshifts can be ex-
plained even if they are relatively close objects.

11. The cosmic microwave background radiation and the origin of
elements do not necessarily support the Big Bang hypothesis.

12. There is no convincing support for the view that the Meta-
galaxy was "created" at t ••* -H~ . The age of the "Universe*
may very well be watch larger, narhaps infinite.



Observations and hypotheses In

by Harnes Alfvén

1. A New approach to cosmology

In the sixtieth the cosraological discussion vas centered on

the question whether the Big Bang hypothesis or the Conti-

nuous Creation hypothesis was the most promising approach.

The discussion demonstrated that there were fatal objections

against against the latter, but no decisive objections

against the former were presented. The result of this was

that the interest concentrated on the development of

the Big 3ang hypothesis and in wide circles this has now been

accepted as the final solution to the cosmological problem.

Observations are primarily interpreted according to its for-

malism, and those observations which are not in agreement

with the Big Bang hypothesis are either naglected or accoun-

ted for by a large number of auxiliary hypotheses.

However, there has been remarkably little discussion whether

the basic Big 3ang hypothesis is correct or not. The purpose-

of the present study is to start a critical evaluation of

the Big Bang cosmology and clarify whether this hypothesis

is so strongly supported oy modern observations that thera

is no room for alternative approaches. It should be clearly

understood that in cosmology it is almost impossible to

prove that any hypothesis - including Dig Bang - is wrong,

because it is usually possible to rescue a model by introduceJ.

a sufficient numcer of ad hoc assumptions. Whether we should

regard them as acceptable or not is difficult to judge because

cosmology deals with problems on the limit of what we can

observe.

Our study should concentrate on the following cosmological

problems:

A« What dees the red shift of galaxies, really tell as about

the Universe?

What 13 the density of the Universe, and how well can it be

approximated as being homogeneous?



These problems are independent of any cosmology. Our study

is merely an attempt to coordinate and analyze the observa-

tions in an unbiassed way. In other words we will try to

discriminate between what is known with a reasonable degree

of certainty from observations and what is derived from hy-

potheses* which often are based on the belief that the Big

Bang cosmology must necessarily be true.

B* What is the energy source of the QSOts?

When the QSOs were discovered a large number of hypotheses

about their source of energy were immediately suggested

(including that the energy derives from graviational energy

in connection with "black holes") but none of these has been

very fruitful. It seems obvious that the energy release is so

large that annihilation is a most likely candidate. However,

this requires that the Metagalaxy contains antimatter, and

perhaps is matter-antimatter symmetric. There is a general

reluctance to accept this because it implicitely questions

a number of generally accepted hypotheses, and opens the cicor

to a rather drastic revision or astrophysics. However, there

are no observational objections to a matter-antiniatter symmetiy

(Alfven 1977; see also Cailqvist-I.aurent 1976b) .

C. The cosmic microwave radiation

A third major problem in cosmology is the cosmic microwave

background radiation, which today is considered to be the main -

perhaps the only - argument for the Big Bang hypothesis. In

order to clarify whether thers are alternative interpretations

we must study the spectral region of approximately 100y<X<L cm.

Unfortunately this is one of the least studied wavelength

regions in the whole electromagnetic spectrum. The scattering,

absorbtion and emission properties of matter in galaxies and

intergalactic space are not yet known so well that time is

ripe for a thorough analysis, but the problem is discussed

in 5.1.

It is evident that the present study necessarily mu3t con-

centrate on a few aspects of cosmology which - perhaps arbitra-

rily - are thought to be decisive and a large number of other



important questions has to bo l<?.It unanswered. Of aourso one

should like to analyse systematically the enormously rich

observational material whii*i is relevant to cosmology directly

or indirectly, but this requires a very large scientific

program. Because of the present he-wy conwitraent of the

astrophysical community to the Biq Bang hypothesis it will

take a long time before 3uch a proqrar» caa.bc carried out.

2. The Hubble expansion and tho density of the Metagalaxy

The Big Bang hypothesis claims that to a first approximation

the Universe can be described by a homogenous Priedmann model,

characterized by two parameters, the Hubble constant H and

the deceleration parameter q . When comparing this model

with observations, the following questions are essential:

1. Is the Metagalaxy really so homogeneous as it should

be according to the Friedmann model?

2. What is the average density in the Metagalaxy?

3. Do we have convincing arguments for the conclusions that

the Hubble parameter H - v/R is a constant?

2.1 Homogeneity and tha hierarchial model

It is obvious that .In our close neighbourhood the density

distribution of matter is very Ir.homogeneous. In tact the

distribution of /natter is so far from uniformity that de

Vaucouleurs (1970) gave good reasons for reviving thu Char-

lier hierarchal cosmoloyy (Charlier 1908,1922). According to

this model mottar in the universa forms a hierarchy of agglo-

merations* stars £ortri clusters, .»tallar cluutots form galaxies,

galaxies Corn galactic clusters <ratl these form superctustars

etc. In thio sequence of mass r.cqlomeratior.s each lvi<jhur order

has an avorarr» density which ia nuch smaller than that -of the

preceding lower ct'«-r o£ a<f...lo.ne cation. Accrriing to de

Vaucouieurs chiri medal jive» a rrdsonably geed description

of the mass distribution in thg whole region around us where

accurate observations are possibl.?.

Comparing tiia tie Vaucoulcurs inhor;»og«;joou:3 denai^y distribu-

tion with tho basically homogeneous density distribution of



a Friedmonn modal, it rjeenrs obvious that the* former cfves a

more realistic description of trhe observ.itIcr.al results.

There are numerous new evidences for this. ?c>r example,

according to Chincarini <_9?8) a rad-aUift velocity diagram

shows large gaps demonstrating that the Metagalaxy has a

markedly inhomogenecus structure. The Big Bang hypothesis

can very well allow "small scale* ar.isotropies but large

scale inhomogeneity are embarrassing. Ät present there

seems to be no convincing proof that the^Metagal-ixy i3

more homogeneous at larger distances. This is an assumption

and the support of it consists in a belief that the Friecnann

model is applicable combined with the lack of contradicting

observations of the conditions at large distances. If we

identify the Metagalaxy as a high order of agglomeration

of mass, its average density may very well be much smaller

than the average density of the qal«ctie clusters and super-

clusters in our dosa

2.2 ftvgrage 2e? 3_i ty .;r.a thr- _3chwa.vz i'c_}'. y.lci llP:i t

Gott et al_. (1974) have- xv.vi-äw-.v c'r.-j ch:-:crvntit=nal determi-

nations of the sversgs sicrsity i:r, in tr.o • 'ecicr̂ .l-<::y and com-

t,-aii.fo

which in the Fciedinann rrc:oel la ne :ressary fco closo the Meta-

galaxy. They calculate t!v2 vaics of:

ft * p G / p c (2*2)

They fiiid that ':ha visaal matter in gal.ixi.os gives only

il » 0.0013. They state thai: attempts to increase il by assu-

ming large quentitlts jf interna lactic hydregen - neutral

or ionized - have not bot;n succsssful. Howevor, i^ the vi-

rial tboorem is .topiicabla co galactic clusters U;ese should

contain much unobserved mass and the value of "? should be

increased to ft » C O G . They aleo give some other but not

very convincing <?r<ju*(ienE3 for this valua, which they take

as a reasonably sale upper .llr.Ut. Accepting Friedmann's model

this means that the Metagalaxy i3 open.



From the view of a hierarchal model we should nots that

no reliable distance measurements have been made for large

z-values. The measurements by Sandage ana collaborators (See

Sandage t aL. 1976, Kristian et al. 1973) give an extensive
""""* """"" ~"~" """" — 1 8 — 1

observational material out to z * 0.3 which with H » i*10 sec
27

means R « 3-10 cm. Further out there are only a few values

up to z * 0.5 (R = 5*10 cm) which obviously are not of the

3ame quality. All reports of larger distances are based on

the , assumption that Hubble'3 law is vaiid (or on other uncon-

firmed hypotheses). Very large z-vnlues ero obtained for the

QSOts. The claim that these redshifts are eosmoioe/icai has

been questioned by Burbidae and others and is discussed in

Section 3.It seems that we can raake a reasonably reliable lower limit

to the mass M., of tho Metagalaxy if we accept th*j density

of Gott e_t al.as valid out to R - 3"10" or 5"10" cm. This

means for a spherical Metagalaxy

MM * T *^G , (2'3)

or with (2.1),(2.2)and R » zcHo"
X

which gives

,; iiz3 - 1.2-1055 uz3

with z«0.5r i>0.0013 we find the "ery low value Mf>|*2*i0
51g

The Schwa rz sch i Id l.̂ jnit is

RSch " "~T^ " §"* ftz'3 = i0?B 2%l (2*5)

Hence with the above values the Metagalxy must be as small

as 1.5*10 cm in order to be at the SchwarzBchild limit.

As long as x,s"'R«cu we ce,n describe the evolution of the Me-

tagalaxy without introducing Seneral relativity

2.3 General relativity or /Juclldcan cosmology?

results are important, i'or ciio -/en^ral discussion ot

cosmology. From an ocservational point of view there is no

objection to using EucJi<Je;jn gonmatry for the description

of the present :;tate of thn Metacialaxy {in tho name way as

we uso it for our galaxy>. C.»necal. rflativity i.-; only needed



as a second order approximation.

Furthermore, we can also treat the evolution of the Meta-

galaxy - or at laast important periods of it - without gene-

ral relativity. This makes essential parts of the cosrooio-

gical discussion much easier and clearer. In fact there is

no reason to grant a cosmological nonopoly to those who

master the complicated formaLiera of general relativity.

(Of course we must use the special theory of relativity

whenever particles or large bodies have velocities close

to c.)

2.4 The Hubble parameter

In a number of papers Sandage and his collaborators (loc.

cit.) have reported measurements of the Hubble parameter

H • v/R (2.6)

where v ir. derived frota cho redshift, interpreted as a

Doppler effect, xhe distance R car. be estimated in several

different •ways. For lar?* z--/alres "he most reliable msthod

seems to be by Tnossurincj the msgrituda m of the most iiuninous

galaxy in •% group of galaxies. .Vcking the assumption

that these ha^e the acir-e absolute magnitud'? :-l, the distance

is calculated from

M = ra - Z log K * -ronpt. (2.7>

If the values of v and K obtained in these ways axe plotted

in a logarithmic diagram, a straigt line fits the dots with

a dispersion of m - G.25. This dispersion is assumed to be

due mainly to th«a tmcertaiTity ir the absolute magnitude. Tlie

conclusion is drawn that, the -j&servations support the Big

Bang hypothesis.

This conclusion is not corrcci:. T t is only motivated to con-

clude that thase observai-i-nr dc rot contradict the hypothesis.

This is obvious if v:e trea*; the jbaarvational values by using

each individual TKJSS urenen t ilir̂ crjy and latar introduce the

observacional errjrs, n ti'.'atr.or»!: which fircm a methodological



standpoint is less objectionable.

Let us assume that in the past the galaxies have moved without

any change in the present radial velocity v^, an assumption

which is discussed and critically examined in 3. Further let

us neglect the lateral motions. For each individual pair of

values R_ and v. we obtain a straight linen n

R m f^ + vnt (2.8)

which reaches the t axis at

tn « -H; 1 ca.*>

where 1^ « vR/Rn is the Bubble parameter for each individual ob-

servation. Frost the observations by Sandage et al. Bonnevier (I979)

has constructed the diagram of Fig. 1» It is obvious that the

size of the Metagalaxy, or more precisely, the range in R

which the galaxies occupy, diminishes and reaches a minimum

at about t » -(H..,)~ where H , is the average value of alla v av — *
the observational H values. For t < -(H } the spread in-

creases again. At the minimum size c* R* the Metagalaxy is

about 10% of the present size.

We now introduce nhe observationsi arrors. The magnitude cf

them cannot be determined in an independent way. He cannot

exclude that the whole spread of the lines near t » ~H
av

 i s

due to the errors in R and that all lines really should pass

through the point (t * -H~*, R « 0). However, the observa-

tional values do not grove that they do so. In other words,

the observational uncertainties do not necessarily diminish

the minimum value of R shown in Fig. 1* The minimum size of

the Metagalaxy may just as well be as large as indicated in

the figure.
_ f

2.5 Size of Metagalaxy at t » -Ĥ r.

Hence the only conclusion which can be drawn from the obser-

vations is:

1. There is at present a Hubble expansion but all the galaxies

do not necessarily have the same value of If.

2. The Metagalaxy had once a linear dimension which was not

larger than about 10} of the present state.

3. It is not axiudud t*n*t the minumun v/a* smaller, perhaps

much 3maiJ<?r, >it this is a hypothesis vhich is not sup-

ported by observations.



The minimum size can of course also be obtained directly
from the dispersion Which according to Sandage is An »0.25.
This gives an uncertainty AR « 2.3*0.2 ta*ll%. Thia means
that the straight lines in Pig.2 can be displaced AR upwards
or downwards by this amount.

So far we have only analyzed the velocity component along
the line of sight. The transverse velocity is not directly
measurcable so in order to construct a three-dimensional
modoJ we must make an assumption about its distribution. The
result is likely to be qualitatively the sane. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to analyze this problem.

According to 2.2 this means that the Metagalaxy is not
necessarily inside the Schwarzschild limit at its Minimum
size. Hence we are not compelled to introduce a general re-
lativity treatment. We are not in conflict with any obser-
vations if we use purely Euclidean considerations (of course
taking account of the special theory of relativity).

Table 1

28
Present 10 cm
At t * - H~* if the whole dispersion real 10 cm

" " " " 1% of dispersion real 1026cm

Schwarsschild limit if fl • 10"*3 and % - 0.5 1024cm

Initial size according to closed Big Bang model « 1 cm

3 Properties of Metagalaxy at t • -B^* and earlier

3.1 Collisions between galaxies

So far there has been no need to specify the properties of
galaxies. When we try to clarify the evolution of the »Ieta-
galaxy at the time of. the minimum and earlier this is essen-
tial. There arc many speculations but few unquestionable facts
about th« «arly properties of galaxies and about their formation



In order to discuss possible evolutionary scenarios we shall

make the following simplified assumptions about the galaxies

during the Hubble expansion.

22All galaxies are supposed to be spheres with radius RQ » 10 cm

(essentially the dimension of galactic nuclei), each containing

10 1 1 stars which ail have the radius 10 Ucm (like the sun).

The mass of a star is M * 2*1033 g and of a galaxy MG»2*10 g.

The Metagalaxy contains at least N « 10 galaxies (cf. 2.2).

When the size of the Metagalaxy is RM the mean free path \

of a galaxy is (assuming random motion)

4* R3

\ (3 1)
A * 3 N a

with the collisional cross-section o-fitR2,, where • is of the

order unity (for tangential collisions #-4). Galactic col-

lisions will be common when

* & 2 R M (3.2)

which means

cm (3.3)

According to 2.5 and fable 2 we cannot be sure that the

Metagalaxy ever has been so small, but in any casa when

the Metagalaxy was close to its minimum collisions between

galaxies must have been rather frequent.

As the escape velocity (2GMM/R) ' of a sphere with the mass

tL. and the present radius of the Metagalaxy is less than 0.01 c
26and with a minimum size of 10 cm less than 0.1 c, the kinetic

energy is very much larger than the gravitational energy.

Hence an extrapolation of the present Hubble velocities

beyond the minimum, means that the galaxies should have

been shot with a large kinetic energy from all directions

towards a target of the size of t-Iie minimum size. This is

obviously unrealistic. A reasonable extrapolation to times

before -!!"„ cannot giva a large:: kinetic onergy than what re-el v
suits from a free tall from infinity.
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Hence the galaxies must have got their present energy by
some processes occurring near H .̂.

The a?7 Bang hypothesis "solves" .his problem simply by
postulating that at t « H~ the matter possessed the necessary
rate of expansion without discussing how it was produced. In
reality this means that the present amount of matter including
the kinetic energy was created by divine interference. It is
impossible for us to include such a mechanism because it is
our ambition to carry out a scientific analysis.

3.2 Hypereiastic collisions

As the present kinetic energy of the Hubble expansion is at
least 10% jt the rest mass energy it is difficult to imagine
any other source of energy than annihilation. Pollowing the
approach of Vt.B. Thompson (1977,1978) this is likely tc be
released at "hyperelastic collisions".

3.3 Matter-antimatter symmetry

Hence we have found that when analysing the observational
material independent of the Big Bang cosmology it is difficult
to avoid the general approach introduced by O. Klein which

is often called the "symmetric" cosmology (Klein, 1966» Alfvén,
1965, 1967, 1975a, 1975b» Alfvén and Klein, 1962, Alfvén and
Elvius, 1969* Bonnevier, 1964» Carlqvlst, 1976» Ekspong et «1.,
1966» Laurent and Söderholm, 1969» Lehnert, 1976» Sofia and Van
Horn, 1974» Thompson, 1978; Vincent, 1976). However, we should
not necessarily accept Klein's model, according to which the
interior of the Metagalaxy should be homogeneous. Instead, fol-
lowing the general trend to regard homogeneous models as obsolete
and often misleading (Fälthammar et al., 1978) we are led to use
an inhomogeneous model.

Hence we study the behaviour of a number of "mass points" -
- which we may identify as galaxies or "protogalaxies" falling
in from "infinity" towards a common centre of gravity where
they collide hyperelastically. The result of these processes
should be the present Hubble expansion.

A number of objections have been made against the existence
of antimatter. It has been shown that these are not valid
(Alfvén 1977, Carlqvist and Laurent 1976). Certainly a sym-
metric universe is in conflict with several astrophysical
hypothetical theories but it is not in conflict with any
observation.



Models of hypereleastlc cr-xiin

Thompson (1977, 1978) has studied "hyperelastic" collisions

between clouds of koinomatter and antimatter undor general

conditions. We shall here traat two extremely simplified

cases of such processes in order to give qualitative models

of processes which are basic for our understanding of the

evolution of the Metagalaxy. The first case describes the

collision between two plasmas of opposite kind of matter,

and the second are the collision between to condensed bodies

(stars) of opposite hind.

*•! Colliding plasma clouds

Suppose that two dusty plasma clouds of opposite kinds of

matter collide. We -reat the one-dimensional case, assuming

both clouds to have infinite extensions in the y-z-plane and

the thickness xo. At the interphase a Leidenfrost layer will

develop which sends out shock waves stopping the motion of

the plasma. Oust grains which are large enough not to be

braked immediately will continue '.heir motion into a region

of opposite matter, where they will be completely annihilated

after having travelled a distance which we will call X . We

further assume that when doing so they will completely anni-

hilate the plasma in this region. Lat p be the smeared out

mass density of those grains which ars large enough to behave

as we have discussed and ? th».» density of th« plasma, in-

cluding very lunall grains which ire? coupled efficiently to

the plasma {Alfvén and Axrheniu:-., .t.'j'jQ}. Hone9 tlv» total mass

of grains per csn~ is KO<
>
Q aru* \b.:;-,o will annihilate: all plasma

in a layer wi.th thickness > »/h-cli lias the masa A ..> . Hence

In each cloud the annihilation will release an energy W

per surfacu unit:

of which half goes into iwutrcns, 1/3 into 50 Mev Y-rays,

and 1/6 into 50 V.sv olectroT^-ror.ifcrons. The hot e"e -gaa

will exert <3 cressure on the regain i nq ;>arts of the clouds
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(thickness x1 « x-)<q) and accelerate them to hieh velocities.

The efficiency ap of transfer of heat energy intc kinetic

energy is likely to be hi'jh. In case x. is snail compared to

the absorbtion length X of the v-rays, the yray momentum

will not contribute very much to the acceleration, but if

x,>>X - the radiation pressure and (and al3o perhaps indirectly

the heating due to the absorbtion oi the Tf-rays) vill give an

important contribution to the acceleration. The result will

be that the mass m per unit surface

will get a kinetic energy w.

2 ^ £ (4.4)

where a is the efficiency of the r.ransfer of che y energy

into kinetic energy. The cloud wili get a velocity v • Be

with -3 given by

repc
2 [(1-f2) 2-lj » wfc (4.5)

(cf. 4.1) we findPutting K * -2 =
P

with

Numerical example: putK =0.5 »id a • 0.25, a =0.5. This
, - A '• e

gives a » 0.17 and (1- (•*) • •- 0.33 and f = 0.66. For red-

snift z » A>./X we find 2 -•« (Iff) (1-f2)" 7 - i • 1.2.

Hence the mechanism gives a cedshitt of the order of the

"cosmological redshifes". The collision between the two

clouds is "hyperelascic" which neans that the kinetic energy

after the collision is larger than before.



The mech.ar.isn does not necessarily imply that large quantities

of dust ars present. We can also assume that in a dust-free

plasma thera are formed regions with the thickness A on

both sides of the idealized thin Leidenfrost-layer in which

annihilation is produced by a turbulent nixing of the two

kinds of matter.

4.2 Stellar collisions

Suppose that our plasma clouds also contain stars, which

originally are at rest in relation to the clouds and con-

sist, of the sane kind of matter as the clouds. At the col-

lision betveen the clouds the stars will move into plasmas

of opposite kind. A Leidenfrost-layer will be formed at the

shock fronz preceding a »tar, but -is the plasma density is

supposed tc be very low chis will not appreciably affect

the motion zt the star. The main result ol the collision

is that the stellar configurations (which for example may be

galaxies) vill fee preserved but wi.'.l loose the interstellar

medium. (Also, in case the kinecic rjnergy ot the colliding

clouds is r.ot much larger Cnan their gravitational energy,

the stellar structure nay be changed by gravitational effects.)

In rare casas, however, a star w .11 ;ass very close to a

star of the other cloud, fhis may cause a strong gravitational

deflection. Moreover, in case the star passes through the

stellar atmosphere of a star of opposite kind, the Leiden-

frost-layer may be efficient enough to decrease the relative

velocity appreciably* The result may be that the stars become

graviatior.ally captured. Through continued Leidenfrost braking

this doubla star will loose angular momentum until the 3tars

coalesce ar.d form an "ambistar", the smaller star floating on

an intense Leidenfrost layer whi<-n supports it against gravi-

tation. See ?ig 3 .

Because we r.ave no experimental or reliable observations

to start iron1., a model ci' an ambistar Mill necessarily be

speculative. We may expect that an extremely hot region may

be femed n̂ one side of the bigcjf.a 3tar from which 50 Mev

e"e will be ejected* An intense syr.chroton radiation will

be emitted from this together with nn intense thermal radia-

tion frozt -.eatGd regions. It is more doubtful whether much



annihilation Y-radiation will be emitted because »ost anni-
hilation will take place at the interSac* between the two
kinds of natter which mostly is screened from space by
thick layers of natter.

If the annihilation takes place preferentially on one side
of the star - as seems possible - the star will be accelera-
ted by the rocket action of the ejected plasma and radiation.
Through a mechanism which is related to the one treated in
(4.1) the star »ay reach "cosmological velocities". This re-
quires that there is Sone stabilising effect which makes the
e V * emission 90 out in one direction. Such a stabilisation
may be produced by the rotation of the aabistar.

He may consider mn ambistar model which consists of two hemi-
spheres of opposite matter» separated by a plane Leidenfrost
layer(Figs.3-4).The rotational axis of the star is located
in the Leidenfrost plane and its magnetisation is parallel
to the axis. Bydromagnetic effects and the Coriolis force
will make the escape of the e+e~gas difficult except along
the axis. As an ejection in both directions probably is un-
stable, a unidirectional axial jet may be formed. Hence this
model gives a possibly very efficient spin stabilized rocket
propulsion.

4.3 Colliding galaxies

We shall apply these results to the collision between two
galaxies. Assuming a universal matter-antimatter symmetry
we have two main alternatives:

A. Half of the galaxies consist of matter, half of antimatter.

B. Every galaxy contains equal amounts of matter and anti-
matter.

We start by discussing the first alternative and consider a
case when a koino-galaxy and an antigalaxy collide. We assume
as in (3.1) that both galaxies are structured like our ga-
laxy, consisting of 1011stars each with a radius of 10 Ucm
and a mass of 2*10 rj. They are embedded in a thin plasma
(interstellar medium).

The chance of two star» colliding is a maximum if the galactic
cores collide. We let the average collision radius of a star
be R = 10i en, the radius ol the core of the galaxy R ~102^cm
and the number of stars in each galaxy S * 10 .



The nurtber of collisions is of the order

P - N2 R2/ R2 <4.8)
s c

which is of the or£er unity.

If at the encounter of two 7ai.ax.ie3 there are two stellar
collisions the ambistars are likely to bé ejcted with velo-
cities which are arbitral:ily directed and net necessarily
equal. They may differ very much froa» the velocities of the
plasma clouds.

Case B is more complicated because we do not know the size
of the cells of matter and antimatter in each galaxy. An
energy release of the same order will occur but the result
will be more chaotic, possibly sri ejection of plasma clouds
in different directions.

«.4 Theory of QSOrs

When viewed from a large distance the phenomena we have
studied may appear like a QSO. The collision between two
stars of opposite natter is likely to lead to the complete
annihilation of the smaller one (mass M,) together with a
reduc:ion of the mass Mj >f the larger one to W2~M, with
the release of the energy 2M.c . Before a detailed theory
is worked out. it is impossible to estimate how rapidly this
energy will be released. Furthermore the source of energy
should be relatively "small" possibly of the sizo of a very
large star. V7e may expect violent and turbulent processes/
so the erractic fluctuations of the QSOs are not surprising.

It is possible that there will be a periodicity given by the
rotation of the ambistar.

At the collisions between two galaxies, there may very well
be several stellar collisions, so we may observe several
QSO:s very closfe together. Tneir velocities will in general
differ mutually - perhaps very ouch - and ai3o differ from
the velocities of the plasma clouds.
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This may axplain the remarkable fact that quice a Saw pairs
of QSOts have been observed with very different rcdshifts
(Burbidge et a^, 1967, Bolton 1976). Further, the

light fro2 a QSQ is likely to pass through the plasma cloucs,
which need not necessarily have been heated very much. Hence
we should expect that the emission spectrum from tha QSQ,
which has very broad spectral lines because of ths intense
heating, should exhibit sharp absorbtion lines frcm one or
•ere plasra clouds with different redshLfts. Such phenomena
are actually observed (Strittmatter and Williams, 1976}.

4.5 High redsr.lfts of QSO;s

Suppose that two galaxies collide both of which have large
and approximately equal redshifts ftQ. At this collision
also two cf their stars with masses M 1 and H 2 (<MX) collide.
They fora an aabistar with total rest mass H*. The initial
value of M is M& « H^ + «2* Annihilation at the rate

i~ produces a force due to the radiation pressure

f - caff U.9}

where a is the efficiency of the process (assumed to be a
constant). As half of the energy is radiated iaotropically
as neutrinos we have « < 0.5, In its own frame of reference

dv f
the arobistar is accelerated g^ * ft* We confine tiie discussion
to the sinple case when this acceleration is parallel to the
original velocity y in relation to us. The change of velo-
city in cur system is

2
du • C - %£> dv- (4.10)

c
This gives
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After burn-oat the nvas? of tha -xabisL&r has decreased to

M * M,-M_. Integration gives

ft! •«l o g J ^ I . A* (4.12)

with &$ «= <!>_ -"ju and

•a " f T l o g U+

~ log(l-Ep)]

The velocities before and after burn-cut are 6 e and £_c.

In case the acceleration is antiparallel to the velocity

we should introduce a minus sign in (•••12)

Pig 5 shows z as a function of $. As the curve is an exponen-

tial, very large z-values are relatively easily reached.

Blueshifts are possible in principle buc not very probable.

If for example an antblstar is formed with z « 1.0 and is

accelerated with AS « 0.3 it is brought up to 2 * 3» but

if instead A$ » - 0.3 its z-value gcas down to zero. A still

larger negative value is -equired in order to give it a

blueshift» If the acceleration vector has an arbitrary direc-

tion, geometrical considerations shov that the probability

for a blueshift is rather small but a detailed model is needed

before we can tell hov; sraall. The valan L'.< * 0.3 means

(Ma/M_)
a * 2. With a 3 0.5 or 0.25 thus mean» ^a/"»o

 a 4 or 16,

implying M./K, » 3/3 or 15/17.

In those casarj ws have 'iiscusscd the original high velo-

cities may have neon obtained by £. collision between two

clouds of plasma, in vrich later stellar -.-'•»pulations are for-

med by the barae procasses which rornally produce stars.

Collision» between <?car3 are rare events. The most numerous

members of O'ir so.lar ;;y3ter». ar« hhc? eomets in the Oort re-

servoir, which are estimated to jj'\
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Collisions between comets and stars are expected to be frequent
events. In case these colliding bodies consist of opposite
kind of matter, the collisions will be observed as t-ray
bursts. Theories of this has been presented by Sophia and
Van Horn 1974 and by Vincent 1976.

*•7 The x-ray background radiation

The 50 MeV e~e* gas which is emitted from QSOs will fill up
intergalactic space. According to Carlqvist and Laurent(1976 a)
the interaction between this and starlight explains the
x-ray background radiation.

5. Other basic cosmological problems

Our model seems to give a reasonable approach to such impor-
tant problems as the Rubble expansion and the QSOs. However,
there are a large number of other cosmological problems
which have to be answered sooner or later.

5.1 The cosmic microwave radiation

Attempts to account for its isotropy by postulating a scat-
tering by dust grains has ueen made by Vickramasinghe (1967),
who considered the present amount of dust, and by Alfvan and
Mendis (1977) who considered the more efficient scattering at
high z-values. Objections have been made by Pollaine (1978).
With the present model as a starting point a sensible approach
would be the following.

It is likely that hyperelastic collision of the type we have
considered will give rise to emission of shells of dusty
plasma of basically the same type as are observed around
novae and supernovae. It seems likely that the shells from
the large number of collisions which have taken place, will
combine to a large shell at ft, which encloses the Metagalaxy and
expands with a very high velocity. It seems possible that the
shell has such properties that it can reflect an enclosed
radiation of certain wavelength and make it isotropic.

If we still want to treat the cosmological problem in an
Euclidean geometry the mass of this layer must be less than given



by tha Schwarzschild relation. Hence its relativistic surface
density *„,„ zaust be ls$s than

- 10 2 7 K"1 g ~nf 2

s
Eence -he problem is to find a shell, consisting of electrons»
ions, items, molecules, micrograins and/or grains, waich reflects
microwaves and infrared light, especially in the region 10 «A«1 cm.
This nay be possible as soon as the properties of matter in this
region are better known than they are today.

5.2 Comments on the Metagalactic model

In a Euclidean geometry a Metagalaxy has necessarily a centre
of gravity and we would like to know how our galaxy is located
in relation to it. If the Metagalaxy were homogeneous this
problem would be of primary interest. However, in a hierarchal
cosmology the position of our galaxy in relation to the cluster,
supercluster etc that we belong to is more important. Exploration
of our position in the Virgo cluster and the relation of this
to othsr similar formations are of primary interest for finding
the density distribution in the Metagalaxy.

The newly discovered ini stot ropy of the microwave radiation (Saoot
1577) should be related to the difference between our motion
and ths r'crowaves enclosed i- the expanding shell.

5.3 Origin of &lrtr.ents

The Bi? Bang hypothesis originally claimed that all elements
could ze synthesized from hydrogen at a very early phase.
This 2iain nas now beer, abandoned. Only helium and deuterium

are supposed to bs produced at the Big Bang whereas all
ether elements arc thought to ba generated in the nuclei
of scars and ejc.-cf.cd at supernova* explosions. There is no
convlr.ring proof of thxa. The obsar-'ational evidence for a
chesuzal »volution o". 'i.\e galaxy is uncertain and contra-
dictcry (Ändous» and '-'insley, 1376). The QSOs, which because
of thsir high radahiJIt should represent a very early state
in ths evolution of th-s "Universe" in the Big 3ar,g model,
•how according to otri;J:matter and V.illiaitis (1974) the same
cheairai composition as our sun. There is little evidence
that the shells fron the supernovac have the requirsd abundances.



The origin of the elements beirnqs to tncse problons which

the Big Bang model (perhaps together vizh auxiliary assump-

tions) should necessarily solve, but has not solved so far.

Our model is more fortunate in r.his rsjspact. It ices not

claim to giva the final solution of all cssrolagical probiesas

but only to describe a certain period in the avelucion of

the Metagalaxy. Before matter aggregated to cur Metagalaxy

there was a Pre-Metagalactic epoque, which is likely to

have been much longer than 4t*H* , perhaps infinitely long.

The tine is not ripe for a serious treatment cf this epoque»

but a list of the problems a theory of it has to solve may

include the origin of the elements - in case this cannot be

shown to be solved by some process occurring during the

tietagalactic epoque.

6. Cosmological conclusions

In a symmetric cosmology the evolution cf the Metagalaxy

is described by a model in which a large nucier of "proto-

galaxies" move in a Euclidean coordinate system. The col-

lisions between them are "hyperelastic" because annihilation

transfers mass energy into kinetic enercy.

The study should start by an analysis of the state of the

Metagalaxy at the time t =» H~ , when its sirs was a mini-

mum. As shown in 2. an extrapolation of the Hubble expan-

sion indicates that the size was less than 10% of the present.

A minimum size of a few percent of the present is found to

be reasonable. Tils state may bo reached if a large number

of protogalaxies fall in towards» their ccmrtor. center of

gravity from the environment. This process vill not be

studied in detail here.

Due to the hyper elastic collisions the prctc?alaxies are

ejected from the minimum size Metagalaxy ir. all directions

and with velocities up to haif the velccitj* cf light or

more. The initial value of *//R ia randen, tut simple geo-

metrical considerations show with 11me that it must result

in a Hubble expansion,

Hyperelastic collisions take place also rv;:h later than at

t • -H" , indeed even in the present epocrue. These result
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in velocity changes fiv up to close to the velocity of light.
Protogalaxies which have collided recently» do not obey
HuLbxe's law. Hence the derivation of •cosraological distances"
frcm redshifts is not generally valid. A not very distant
galaxy or QSO may very well have an extremely high redshif t.

The structure of the protogalaxies is supposed to be similar
to the present structure of our galaxy; i.e. consisting of
an assembly of stars and an interstellar plasma. (However»
its nass may differ from the galactic mass by several orders
of magnitudes although this case is not covered by our simpli-
fied model.) Half of the protogalaxies consist of koinotiatter,
half of antimatter. (As an alternative» every protogalaxy
may contain equal parts of the two kinds of matter.) This
may explain "pathological" phenomena indicating larger life
times of galaxies than of the Big Bang universe.

Galaxies may very well be formed before t » -H . Collisions
between galaxies are likely to produce strong radio emission.
If at the same tine also stars collide» QSOs are produced.

I have profited very much from discussions with Dr Bertel
Laurent» Stockholm's University» and Dr Per Carlqvist and
Dr Ponnevier of this IaFtitute. Mrs Kerstin Vikbladh, Siri
LiHisköld and Kai Forsberg havs kindly helped with the
editing. The investigation has been partially supported
by Swedish Natural Science Research Council.

Stockholm May 30» 1978
Royal Institute of Technology
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Fig. 1 fionnevier's calculation of the motion of galaxies from Sandage

et al. 1978, Ap.J. 221, 391, Table 5 "Sixteen clusters", column 2 and 9
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OBSERVATIONS ASD HYPOTHESES IS COSMOLOGY

Hannes Alfvén

May 1973, 26 pp incl. ill., in English

The existing observational naterial of cosmological significance is reviewed. It is found
ttet because of the genera.1, acceptance of the Big Bang hypothesis a large number of ad
hoc assumptions have been made in order to accomociate the observational facts into its
framework. Discriminating between speculative conclusions and conclusions which can be
drawn with a reasonable degree of certainty, it is found that no convincing proof of the
Big Bang hypothesis exists today. More specifically:

1. There is no convincing proof that the Metagalaxy is as homogeneous aa required by the
Friednann model. On the contrary observational evidence rather "upport a non-hoaogeneous
model, e.g. of the Charlier - de Vaucouleurs type. This is also in agreement with the
general trend in astrophysics of replacing homogeneous models by inhomogeneous models.

2. There is no convincing proof that the "Universe" is closed.

3. Distance measurements do not give convincing proof that there are large quantities of
matter outside about 5>1027cm.

U. There is no convincing proof that the total mass in the Metagalaxy exceeds 105>g, which
means that we can treat the present properties of the Metagalaxy by a Euclidean model.
General relativity effects are only very small corrections.

5. Measurements of the Hubble expansion do not give convincing proof that the Metagalaxy
was ever smaller than about 10? of the present state.

6. The Big Bang hypothesis postulates that the high velocities derived from the redshift
were produced at the singular point. If we want to find a mechanism producing the Hubble
expansion the only possible energy source seems to be annihilation.

7. It is difficult to see that the enormous energy release in e.g. the QSOs could have
any other source than annihilation.

8. Hence it seems difficult to avoid a matter-antimatter symmetric model of the Metaga-
laxy. There is no observational evidence against such an approach.

9. With this approach as a guide, models of collisions between thin plasmas and between
compact bodies (e.g. stars} of opposite kind of matter are proposed.

10. These models lead to a necessarily speculative theory of QSOs. It is concluded that
the QSOs need not to be at "cosmological distance". Their very large redshift3 can be
explained even if they are relatively close objects.

11. The cosmic microwave background radiation and the origin of elements do not
necessarily support the Big Bang hypothesis.

12. There is no convincing support for the view that the Metagalaxy was "created" at
t • - H"1. The age of the "Universe" may very well be much larger, perhaps infinite.

Key words: Age of Universe, Antimatter, Cosmology, Hubble expansion, Microwave back-

ground radiation, QSOs


